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APRAV started 2019 with a well thought through and widely
published plan. We can confidently say that we
’d all the
boxes.
It was another eventful year and we take pleasure in sending out this
last newsletter for 2019, in which we take stock of the year that was
and share our view of the year ahead.
In January we published our key strategic drivers for 2019 and we can
confidently report that we achieved all the milestones we set out for
ourselves. On this note we want to thank all our supporters. Without
your contribution – whether in time, expertise or financial – we would
not have been able to report on the following successes:

The year ahead
• Co-ordinate Rescue RAF initiative
• Facilitate this transformation process
among all stakeholders
• Public Support campaign
• Feel Good social media
• Solutions – some video clips
• PR more strategic – media-a-month
• Targeted content creation
• Expand Social Media reach
• Small regional events
•

The RABS Bill journey through 2019
2019
11 Jan
19 Feb
7 May
29 Oct

5 Dec

Lapsed in terms of Rule 333 – end of 5th Parliament
Bill revived in the 6th Parliament
Bill lapsed in terms of Rule 333
Bill revived during sitting of the National Assembly. This is nothing
unexpected and was planned all along by the ANC. it is ‘good news’
since these Bills were all revived on the condition that they be referred
back to the relevant Portfolio Committees.
The RABS Bill has gone in reverse.

2020
1 Jan
2019

The bill is now an agenda item of the Portfolio Committee on Transport
(PCoT) amidst many other high priorities (AARTO, PRASA, SANRAL, etc.)
The PCoT will now have to re-debate the RABS Bill, deal with the
pending Cape High Court application against the previous adoption
of the highly disputed PCoT report on RABS and agree on a
replacement report.
Only then can the RABS Bill potentially be tabled at the National
Assembly again. The changed level of constructive cooperation is
going to make it difficult for the any progress in its unchanged form.

No RABS Bill for the next 6 months. Possibly never.

The plan focusses on 3 key areas:
1. RAF operations;
2. Determining a claims merit and quantum; and
3. Cost and time saving.





A wide range of experts are currently working on reviewing and validating
the internal draft APRAV 12-point plan.
APRAV will then distribute this draft RAF Rescue Plan for comment and input
by the end of January 2020.

We all need to support the “Fix the RAF” process!
1. This needs to happen quickly, in a practical manner, with
direct benefits to the public and in a very coordinated manner by
all stakeholders involved.
2. RABS has moved backwards in parliament, but until a meaningful
alternative is available it will remain a risk to everyone.
3. RABS is likely to only emerge on a PCoT agenda again in mid-2020.
And then it has a new long uphill battle in Parliament.
4. By then the need for a RABS type solution should have been
mitigated!

APRAV will assist and support the Acting CEO, PCoT and Ministers
of Finance & Justice to stop the ‘bleeding at the RAF’.

In the spirit of the 925 000 people that belong to #ImStaying, APRAV is going on

a Feel-Good Festive Season Social Media campaign.
We’re linking up with sites like #ImStaying, #GoodThings, #SouthAfriCAN, etc.

We want to dedicate our campaign to encouraging people to share
good road stories that will inspire.

We want to encourage you to follow and participate in the robust and interesting debates
that take place on our social media platforms. We need a diversity of opinions to
optimise the opportunities that social media offers.

Join our Facebook community

Visit www.aprav.co.za for a wealth of quality content

Let us know if you want to unsubscribe from receiving our newsletter.
e-mail us at Hello@Aprav.co.za
And feel free to forward this newsletter to anyone who might be interested.

